Northwest Independent School District Student Handbook and Code of Conduct
1. Shall project a positive image.
2. Shall not disrupt, interfere with, disturb, or detract from an environment conducive to
learning.
3. Shall not create a health or other hazard to the student’s safety or the safety of others.
4. Shall not display or refer casually or indirectly to alcohol or alcoholic products, drugs or drug
paraphernalia, tobacco or tobacco products, profanity, violent, offensive or anything
referring to sexuality.
5. Shall not wear caps, hats, or other distracting accessories (including sunglasses) when
students are inside school buildings.
6. Shall wear shoes or sandals at all times. (House shoes are not considered proper footwear
for school.) For Elementary Students: Students shall wear appropriate shoes for physical
education and recess every day. For the purposes of P.E. or recess: a) It is preferred that
the student wear these shoes all day to avoid having to have two pairs of shoes at school. b)
If students wear other shoes, they must not have metal tips or wheels. c) For safety, sandals
must have a strap on the heel.
7. Shall not have inappropriate hairstyles that cause a disruption.
8. Shall not include sagging pants, trousers, or shorts that cause an abnormal gait or reveal
underwear (must be worn at normal waist level). Pants must fit properly and must fit at the
waist. Pants may not be oversized. Pants need to be properly hemmed or cuffed. Students
may be required to use an accessory, provided by campus, to ensure that pants are worn at
normal waist level.
9. Shall wear dresses, jumpers, shorts, or skirts, which must be mid-thigh in length or longer.
When appropriate, students’ jumpers or dresses must be worn with shirts or blouses
underneath.
10. Shall not wear the following without appropriate outer or under garments that meet dress
code requirements: revealing apparel such as shirts tied at the waist or that expose the
midriff; garments that are torn, ragged or “holey” above mid-thigh; tank tops that are not at
least as wide as the shortest side (approximately 2”) of a student ID; spaghetti straps; cutoff T-shirts or clothing revealing shoulders; “low cut” tops; shirts open at the side; fishnet
shirts; tube tops; or sheer or see-through clothing of any kind. Proper undergarments must
be worn and covered by outer clothing.
11. Shall not wear clothing normally considered pajamas.
12. Shall not wear chains (including those attached to pants or billfolds), cords, ropes, or others
items which could be used as weapons or are deemed a safety or health hazard.
The principal, in connection with the sponsor, coach, or other person in charge of an
extracurricular activity, may regulate the dress and grooming of students who participate in
the activity.
For special events, defined by campus administration, specific dress requirements may be set.
When there is a question on the dress or appearance of a student, the building administrator
and school staff will use their discretion concerning the dress code. Students must honor the
decision of the administrator in charge and make any dress and/or grooming change
required. The student and/or his or her parents may then appeal the decision to the
Superintendent or designee if they disagree with the decision.
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